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SAFETY FIRST!
IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. READ ALL WARNINGS BEFORE OPERATING THIS PRODUCT.

GENERAL WARNINGS
WARNING: Installation of your TigerStop® Product must be done by a person trained in the safe design and installation of
automation products, and in the safe operation of power equipment. Ensure that such installation meets all legally required
safety requirements and guidelines, and that proper guarding and safety devices are provided on all sides of the equipment to
preclude unintended access during operation. Consult with and follow the recommendations of a qualified safety engineer.
WARNING: TigerStop® Products are components intended for use in conjunction with potentially dangerous machinery.
The use of TigerStop® Products does not make other machinery safe. TigerStop® Products are not intended to substitute,
in any manner, for safe operating practices in general, or for safety features present in other machines designed to make
those machines as safe as possible. TIGERSTOP® PRODUCTS, IF USED OR INSTALLED IMPROPERLY, MAY CAUSE
PERSONAL INJURY OR DEATH AND SHOULD ONLY BE OPERATED BY PERSONS TRAINED IN THEIR SAFE OPERATING
PROCEDURES. Illustrations of TigerStop® Products in use do not show, and are not intended to show, all safety features and
practices necessary for their safe operation.

INSTALLATION WARNINGS
WARNING: TigerStop® Products must be installed in accordance with all local, state, and federal regulations. Only personnel
properly trained in the safe design and installation of automation machinery and related power equipment should install
TigerStop® Products onto other equipment, to ensure a safe and proper work station. TigerStop® Products should not be
operated without proper training, both in the operation of TigerStop® Products, and in the operation of related equipment.
IMPORTANT CAUTION:
The motor box (compartment) contains DC voltage with potentially FATAL amperage. NEVER attempt any unauthorized actions
inside the motor box.

INTERCONNECTS
WARNING: Using a TigerStop® interconnect does not relieve you of the responsibility for making sure that your saw or other
tool has all the necessary safety equipment in place. All installations must meet all legally required safety requirements and
guidelines. Installation and training should be done following the recommendations of a qualified safety engineer.

OPERATION
DANGER: This machine can start, move and stop automatically. Keep hands and loose clothing clear of moving parts while
operating. Moving parts can crush and cut. When used with a saw or other cutting equipment, bodily injury and death may result
if operated without safety guards on all machines. Do not operate with guards removed. Operators must wear adequate eye and
ear protection.
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IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION. READ ALL WARNINGS BEFORE OPERATING THIS PRODUCT.

DANGER! Don’t get pinched by the push feeder. Keep your hands away when in motion!

Keep the work area clean and well lighted to avoid accidental injury.

Do not use TigerStop® machines in a dangerous environment. Using power tools in damp
or wet locations or in rain can cause shock or electrocution.

Do not operate near flammable liquids or in gaseous or explosive atmospheres!

Wear proper apparel, no loose clothes, long hair or jewelry which could get pulled into
moving machinery or materials. Wear non slip footwear, safety glasses, ear protection
and a dust mask.

Use only 3-wire extension cords that have 3-prong grounding type plugs and 3-pole
receptacles that accept the tools plug for 120VAC. Use only 5-wire cords and plugs
when using 3 phase.

Do not open motor compartment or controller keypad. DC Voltage with potentially
FATAL amperage! Disconnect power before servicing. No user-serviceable parts inside.

DO NOT operate this or any machine under the influence of drugs or alcohol!
No one should operate this machine except for fully qualified personnel.
READ THE MANUAL!
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Contact Us
TigerStop® technical support on the web, including manuals and videos:
https://www.tigerstop.com/service-center/

TigerStop® customer service and technical support by email:
service@tigerstop.com (Americas, Australia)
sos@tigerstop.nl (Europe)

TigerStop® customer service and technical support by phone:
1 (360) 448 6102 (Americas, Australia)
00 31 546 575 171 (Europe)
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Standard Controller Keypad

Sleep: Puts the Standard Controller to sleep to save energy.

Start: Initiates movement of the TigerStop®.

STOP

Stop: Ends the current operation/ceases movement/exits the menu.

OK: Confirms an action/initiates a process.

Clear: Cancels an input/exits the menu or process.

Arrows: Moves the cursor/jogs the TigerStop®/navigates menus.
Soft Keys: Executes varied on-screen functions.

*

Math Keys: Performs basic math functions.

6 7 8 9

Number Keys: Inputs numerical values.
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Ready Screen Functions
Home Routine
Every time a TigerStop® powers-on, it requires the ‘Home Routine’. The Home Routine is a three-step process in
which the TigerStop® moves to its farthest possible position.
Ensure the area is clear. The TigerStop® moves automatically during this routine.
1.

Press

to run the Home Routine.

2. When movement stops, the TigerStop® controller displays the Ready Screen.

Ready Screen
The Ready Screen is the starting point for all TigerStop® functions.
The Ready Screen is always accessible by repeatedly pressing

STOP

or

The Ready Screen has two forms. From the basic Ready Screen, press the
[Show] soft key to display the expanded options.
Press

to return to the basic Ready Screen.

Line 1 displays the “heartbeat”. The heartbeat is a line that rotates and
indicates that the TigerStop® is functioning normally. The letter next to
the heartbeat is the drive indicator. The drive indicator communicates the
motor’s status.

Drive Indicator
H
A
C
D
L
T

W
X
N
S
J
---

Holding Still
Accelerating
Constant Speed
Decelerating
Lash
Waiting for Text
Entry

Waiting
Drive Disabled
Communication Error

Line 2 shows the current position of the TigerStop®. The position ends with
either ‘in’ or ‘mm’ depending on measurement system.

Line 3 shows the next position of the TigerStop®. This is also where user
input appears.
3

Stopping
Jog

---

Ready Screen Functions
Line 4 displays the soft key prompts. These prompts determine what the
soft keys below them do. These change when accessing different screens.

Manual Movement
To manually move the TigerStop® to a stop position, enter a distance from the saw blade or equivalent. Enter this
distance as a whole number, a decimal, or a fractional value.

E nte r i n g D ec i mal s
1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Enter a length at the controller.
Example: To enter 24 1/2 as a decimal, enter
3. Press

to move the TigerStop®.

E nte r i n g Fr acti o n s ( f t/i n
1.

o n ly )

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Enter a length at the controller. Use the
to put a space between the
whole numbers and the fractional numbers.
Example: To enter 24 1/2 as a fraction, enter

3. Press

to move the TigerStop®.

The TigerStop® controller displays the position as a decimal after it
moves.
The TigerStop® controller cannot display fractions in the ‘Position’ field.

Calculator Mode
The TigerStop® controller has a calculator function for simple math problems.

1.

Start at the Ready Screen.
4

Ready Screen Functions
2. Use the math function keys to enter problems.
Example: Press
field.
3. Press

and

appears in the ‘Next’

and the TigerStop® moves to the calculated position.

4. Use the math function keys to modify the current position.
Example: Subtract 1.5 inches (38 mm) from the current position of 42
inches (1067 mm)Press

5. Press

and

appears in the ‘Next’ field.

and the TigerStop® moves to the calculated position.

Jog
Manually jog the TigerStop® towards or away from the tool.
1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press and hold

or

If the jog buttons move the TigerStop® in the wrong direction, use
the ‘Jog Reverse’ setting in the ‘Setup’ menu to reverse the
movement (page 20).

Increment
The increment function is a push feed mode that steps the TigerStop® through a series of movements.
Increment:
•

Can be a positive length that moves the TigerStop® towards the tool.

•

Can be a negative length that moves the TigerStop® away from the tool.

•

Compensates for kerf automatically using the ‘Kerf’ setting in the ‘Setup’ menu.

•

Stores one increment length at a time.

1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [Incr] soft key.
5

Ready Screen Functions
4. Enter an increment length and then press

5. Press

6. Press

to begin incrementing.

STOP

to return to the Ready Screen.

Quick Calibration
A short-cut to the calibration setting.
If desired, disable the quick calibration soft key in the Options menu (page 26). Disabling quick calibration
effectively password-protects the calibration function.
1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Place sample material against the TigerStop® and cycle the tool.
3. Measure the length of the processed sample.
4. Press the [Calib] soft key.
5. Enter the measured value and then press
6. Press the [Done] soft key.

Preset
The Preset function is a set of 100 programmable hot keys for quickly accessing common lengths.
Presets are:
•

usable in Set Point, Pusher, or Increment mode.

•

programmable in Preset slots number 1 - 100.

P r es et P rog r am m i n g
1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.
6

Ready Screen Functions
3. Press the [PrSet] soft key to access the preset feature.

4. Enter the preset number to program and press the [Edit] soft key.

5. Enter a length for the preset and then press

6. The Preset value is set.
7.

Press

STOP

to go back to the Ready Screen.

P r es et U s e
1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [PrSet] soft key to access the preset feature.

4. Enter the desired preset number and then press

5.

The TigerStop® moves to the preset position.
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Ready Screen Functions
D e leti n g P r es ets
1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [PrSet] soft key to access the preset feature.

4. Enter the preset number for deletion and then press the [Clear] soft key.

5. Press

to clear.

Part Lists
The list function is the TigerStop®’s versatile part list handler, letting the user run, view, edit, and clear part
list data.
There are 4 types of lists:
Pusher
A pusher list tells the TigerStop® to push the stock material into the tool. It treats each length entered as an
incremental move. Enter as many parts as desired into a pusher list and the TigerStop® says when it needs
another stock material piece.
Set Point
A set point list tells the TigerStop® to act as a stop. It treats each length entered as an absolute value from
the zero point.
Pattern
A pattern list tells the TigerStop® to process one stock-length’s worth of parts in a push-feed fashion.
It runs the same pattern of parts on one stock-length repeatedly until it’s told to stop.
Pull
A pull list works just like a pattern, except it pulls away from the zero point instead of pushing towards it.
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Ready Screen Functions
P rog r am m i n g
1.

a

P u sh e r

or

S et P o i nt L i st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter the list number to program and then press the [Edit] soft key.
•

Choose a number between 1 - 100.

5. Select the [Pusher] or [Setpoint] soft keys.

6. Dynamic Optimization upgrade, only: Press
maximum material yield. Otherwise, press

7.

If prompted: Press
& tail cut.

to optimize the list for

to use a global or press

to use a local head

Global - Uses the head & tail cut setting from the Part List menu.
Local - Set a head and tail cut that is used for this list, only.
•

Head & tail cuts are trim cuts at the ends of the material.

8. Enter the length of the part to process and press

9. Enter how many parts to process at that length, followed by

9

Ready Screen Functions
10. Repeat steps 8 & 9 to enter additional part lengths and quantities.
11. Press the [Done] soft key.

12. Press

P rog r am m i n g
1.

to run the list or

a

Pat te r n

or

to exit.

P u ll L i st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter the list number to program and then press the [Edit] soft key.
•

Choose a number between 1 - 100.

5. Select the [Pattern] or [Pull] soft keys.

6. Enter the head cut value and press

7.

Enter the tail cut value and press
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Ready Screen Functions
8. Enter the stock length and then press

9. Enter the length of the part to process and then press
10. Enter how many parts to process at that length and then press
11. Repeat steps 9 & 10 to enter additional part lengths and quantities.
•

The total length of all parts + quantities cannot exceed the stock
length. The ‘Remainder’ line keeps track of how much stock is
available.

12. Press the [Done] soft key.
13. Press

Running
1.

a

to run the list or

to exit.

P u sh e r L i st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter the list number to run and then press

5. Enter the stock length and then press
6. Load the material and then press
7.

to begin processing.

Repeat steps 5 & 6, as needed.

8. Unload the remaining stock and then press

9. Press

to re-run the list or

to exit.
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Ready Screen Functions
Running
1.

a

S et P o i nt L i st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter the list number to run and then press

5. Dynamic Optimization upgrade, only: Enter the stock length and then
press
6. Load the material, cycle the tool, and then press
next length. Repeat, as needed.
7.

Unload the remaining stock and then press

8. Press

Running
1.

to move to the

a

to re-run the list or

Pat te r n

or

to exit.

P u ll L i st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter the list number to run and then press

12

Ready Screen Functions
5. Enter the number of times to run the pattern or pull list and then
press

Next, press

6. Load the material and then press
7.

Complete the pattern or pull list and the ‘Done’ line increments by 1.
Press
•

E d iti n g
1.

to begin processing.

to continue or

STOP

to return to the Ready Screen.

The ‘Done’ line resets to ‘0’ when exiting the list.

a

L i st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter the list number to edit and then press the [Edit] soft key.

5. To edit the part list type, press the [Change] soft key. Otherwise, press
the [Continue] soft key.

6. Dynamic Optimization upgrade, only: To turn on or off the list’s
optimization, press the [Change] soft key. Otherwise, press the
[Continue] soft key.

7.

To edit the head or tail cuts, press the [Change] soft key. Otherwise,
press the [Continue] soft key.
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Ready Screen Functions
8. Use

and

to scroll through the parts to find one to edit.

9. Enter a new length and then press
10. Enter a new quantity and then press
11. Press the [Done] soft key to save.
12. Press

D e leti n g
1.

a

to run the list or

to exit.

L i st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter the list number to delete and then press the [Clear] soft key.

5. Review the list’s details. Press

to confirm deletion.

Backboard Defecting & Optimizing
Backboard Defecting & Optimizing is a process that allows quick and easy cutting around material defects
while optimizing the clear stock for better material yield. It is accomplished using a standard Set Point list (page
9), the Dynamic Optimization upgrade, and a Back-Fence Ruler.

Running
1.

th e li st

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.
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Ready Screen Functions
3. Press the [List] soft key.

4. Enter a list number to process and then press
•

Choose a number between 1 - 100.

TigerStop

20in

TigerStop
20in

START

5. Make a trim cut. After the trim cut,
measure up to the first defect.
•

20
10

20

30

40

50

60

70

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

If no defect is present, measure
the total length of the material.

6. Enter the measurement from step 5 and then press

7.

The TigerStop® optimizes the
material up to the defect and uses
as much of the material as possible.
If using the Standard
Interconnect Kit, the TigerStop®
automatically moves to the next
part length when the tool cycle
completes.

8. Cut out the defect.
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Ready Screen Functions
TigerStop

30in

TigerStop
26.5in

START

30

9. Measure up to the next defect.
•

If no defect is present, measure
up to the end of the material.

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

10. Enter the measurement from step 9 and then press

11. The TigerStop® optimizes the
material up to the defect and uses
as much of the material as possible.
12. Repeat steps 8-11 while processing
the material. If there are more parts
to cut, start at step 1 with a new
piece of material.
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Standard Controller Menus
The Standard Controller has 9 menus spanning 3 menu select screens.

Accessing & Navigating the Menus
1.

Start at the Ready Screen.

2. Press the [Show] soft key.

3. Press the [Menu] soft key.

4. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

5. Scroll through the menu options by pressing

or

Press the

corresponding soft key to open the menu.

6. Scroll through each menu’s contents by pressing
7.

or

Press the [Done] soft key (where available) to return to the Ready
Screen or press
to go back to the menu selection screen.

Menus Overview
Setup - Calibration and installation settings.
Offset - Set an offset.
Options - Display, print, and safety settings.
Part List - Part list operational settings.
Motion - Movement settings.
Timer - Clamp and Advanced Interconnect Kit settings.
System Info - Overall system information and settings.
Laser - Laser defecting settings.
Debug - Diagnostic tools.
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Setup Menu
Calibrate
1.

Press

until reaching the Calib screen.

2. Precisely measure the distance between the TigerStop®’s current
pusher attachment and the tool’s zero point.
3. Enter this measurement and then press

Home Routine
1.

Press

until reaching the Home TS screen.

2. See page 3.

Kerf
Necessary for cutting tools only. The kerf is the measure of how much material is destroyed by the saw blade
during a cut.

M e as u r e
1.

ke rf

Cut a sample piece and measure it with a caliper. Record this measurement.

2. Cut the sample piece in two.
3. Put the two pieces together as if they were one piece and re-measure with a caliper.
4. The difference between the measurement from step 1 and the measurement from step 3 is the kerf.

S et K e rf
1.

Press

until reaching the Kerf screen.

2. Enter the kerf and then press
Measure and then reset the kerf with every saw blade change.

Find the End Limits
Automatically sets the minimum and maximum limits.
1.

Press

2. Press

until reaching the FindLim screen.
to run the Find End Limit routine.

Ensure the TigerStop® can move its entire length without obstruction.
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Setup Menu
Auto Setup
Auto Setup is a routine that tunes the TigerStop®’s accuracy.
Make a mistake in this routine and risk damage to the machine. Measure with calipers and double check
every entry in this routine.
1.

Press

2. Press

until reaching the RunSetup screen.
to run the Auto Setup routine.

Ensure the TigerStop® can move its entire length without obstruction.
3. Cut a sample piece and then measure the sample with calipers.
4. Press

to continue.

5. Enter the measured length and then press
6. Repeat steps 3-5.
7.

Routine finishes.

Minimum Limit
The minimum limit is the position closest to the tool.
1.

Press

until reaching the Min Lim screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter the new minimum limit and then press
A minimum limit too close to the tool may cause damage.

Maximum Limit
The maximum limit is the position farthest from the tool.
The Find End Limits routine automatically sets this value. Take great caution in changing it.
1.

Press

until reaching the Max Lim screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter the new maximum limit and then press
An incorrect maximum limit reduces accuracy and may cause
damage.
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Setup Menu
Lash
Lash sets the backlash compensation.
1.

Press

until reaching the Lash screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter the new lash value and then press
An improper lash setting reduces accuracy.

Jog Reverse
Jog Reverse sets the direction the TigerStop® moves when jogging with the
1.

Press

and

buttons.

until reaching the Jog Reverse screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the jog direction.

Auto Detect
The Auto Detect routine detects which, if any, interconnect kit is installed and sets the type (page 43).
1.

Press

2. Press

until reaching the Detect screen.
to begin the routine.

3. Clear the tool area of any obstructions and then press

4. If present, depress the foot switch, press
switch.

twice.

and then release the

5. Check the results of the routine against the installed interconnect kit.
Press
to return to the menu. If the result was incorrect, run the
routine again.
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Setup Menu
Scale
Scale requires adjusting when the accuracy of the positioner’s movement
gets worse the farther it moves from the calibration point, only.
Always perform calibration BEFORE adjusting scale.
Scale is the setting that relates motor rotation to the distance traveled.
The fastest way to arrive at the correct scale is through the scaling cycle.
Scaling Cycle
1.

Calibrate (page 18) at a short position.

2. Move the positioner to a long position, place material against the positioner, and cycle the tool.
•

Results for the scaling cycle are best for large distances between short and long positions.

3. Measure the long piece carefully. Divide the position on the screen by this measurement. The result is the
scale multiplier.

Long Screen
Position

÷

Long
Measurement

=

Scale
Multiplier

4. Adjust the scale (below). The new scale value should be the product of the old value and the scale multiplier
from step 3.
Scale
Multiplier

×

Current
Scale

=

New
Scale

5. Repeat the scaling cycle, starting from step 1. Stop when the step 3 measurement matches the screen
position.
•

The results improve with every cycle.

•

3 cycles is typically sufficient.

6. Calibrate (page 18) and find the end limits (page 18) after setting the final scale.
Adjusting the Scale
1.

Press

until reaching the Scale screen.

2. Enter the password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter the new value and then press
•

to save.

A higher scale causes the positioner to move farther for the same
target.

4. Press the [Done] soft key to return to the Ready Screen.
5. Always calibrate (page 18) immediately after changing the scale.
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Offset Menu
Add/Edit an Offset
1.

Press
•

or

to select an offset number to program.

Default is unchangeable.

2. Enter an offset length and then press
Positive offsets shift the input position closer to the tool and
negative offsets shift the input position farther from the tool.
3. Press the [Use] soft key to select this offset.
•

Use default to return to normal operation.

Go To an Offset
The ‘Go To’ function jumps directly to the entered offset number.

1.

Enter an offset number and then press the [GoTo] soft key.

2. Press the [Use] soft key to select this offset.
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Options Menu
Language
Set the display language.

1.

Press

until reaching the Language screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the display language.

Password
View/change the password.
1.

Press

until reaching the Password screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. See the current password. If desired, enter a new numeric password
and then press

Sleep Mode
Set the idle time to enter sleep mode.
A TigerStop® in sleep mode is fully-powered. Isolate the machine from power before attempting any
repairs or adjustments.
1.

Press

until reaching the Sleep screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter the idle time, in seconds, to enter sleep mode and then press
•

Enter zero to disable sleep mode.

Set Units
Display either inches or millimeters.
1.

Press

until reaching the Units screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle between inches and metric.
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Options Menu
Show Units
Adds/removes a soft key command to the Ready Screen for switching between inches and millimeters.
1.

Press

until reaching the ShowUnit screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the setting.

Millimeter Conversion
Modify the conversion math for inches and millimeters.
Used for TigerSaw MiterXL, only.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Contrast
Contrast adjusts the darkness level of the display’s text.
1.

Press

until reaching the Contrast screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a new contrast value and then press
•

75 is the minimum value.

Printer Type
Printer Type tells the TigerStop® which kind of printer is installed, if any.
1.

Press

until reaching the PrntType screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select a printer type.
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Options Menu
Print Cut
Prints the part length and quantity on the label.
Requires either the Label Printer or Inkjet Printer accessory.
1.

Press

until reaching the PrintCut screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the setting.

Inkjet Offset
The distance between the inkjet printer and the saw blade.
Requires TigerSaw 1000 or TigerSaw 2000 and an Inkjet Printer accessory.
1.

Press

until reaching the Inkj Off screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Measure the distance between the saw blade and the inkjet printer
head.
4. Enter the measured distance and then press

Safe Zone
Sets the minimum safe distance before issuing a warning to the operator.
Requires TigerFence.
1.

Press

until reaching the SafeZone screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a distance and then press

Feed Hazard
Warns the user when the cut length exceeds the outfeed clearance.
1.

Press

until reaching the FeedHaz screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter the outfeed clearance length and then press
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Options Menu
Disable Quick Calibration
Removing the quick calibration button from the Ready Screen prevents operators from changing the
calibration without a password.
1.

Press

until reaching the Show Cal screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the setting.

Backoff
The minimum safe distance for the TigerStop® to be clear of moving parts. If the TigerStop® moves
closer than the set distance, it backs off once the tool cycle initiates. Applies to pusher and pattern
part lists by default. Also applies to manual moves when an interconnect kit is installed. 40” (1016 mm)
maximum.
1.

Press

until reaching the Backoff screen.

2. Enter a backoff distance and then press

Retract
The distance the TigerStop® retracts after moving material to position. Applies to pusher and pattern
part lists by default. Also applies to manual moves when an interconnect kit is installed.
1.

Press

until reaching the Retract screen.

2. Enter a retract distance and then press

Retract Offset
Modifies the distance the TigerStop® moves to reconnect with the material after retracting.
1.

Press

until reaching the RetOff screen.

2. Enter the retract offset distance and then press
This should equal how far the part moves during a tool cycle.
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Options Menu
Retract Type
Determines when the TigerStop® retracts.
Options:
Standard - Retracts when the material is in position.
DM Only - Retracts when the limit switch opens on the interconnect kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the Ret Type screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select a retract type.
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Part List Menu
Head Cut
Sets the length of the first trim cut when running pusher, pattern, and pull part lists.
1.

Press

until reaching the Head Cut screen.

2. Enter a head cut length and then press

Tail Cut
Sets the length of the last trim cut when running pusher, pattern, and pull part lists.
Enter a positive value larger than the Minimum Limit (page 19).
1.

Press

until reaching the Tail Cut screen.

2. Enter a tail cut length and then press

Outfeed
The distance the TigerStop pushes the material past the tool’s zero point. Applies to the last cut in a
pusher or pattern part list.
1.

Press

until reaching the Outfeed screen.

2. Enter an outfeed distance and then press
Enter a value ≥ the Minimum Limit (page 19).

Load Offset
The distance the TigerStop® retracts from the load position for easier loading. Applies to pusher and
pattern part lists. For TigerSaws with crayon defect marking, this is the load position for the laser
defecting pusher. If the TigerStop® is equipped with a TigerMeasure, the Load Offset adds to the
TigerMeasure Offset.
1.

Press

until reaching the Load Off screen.

2. Enter a load offset distance and then press
The material length + load offest should not exceed the Maximum
Limit (page 19).

Unload
The distance the TigerStop® retracts from the final position in a pull list.
1.

Press

until reaching the Unload screen.

2. Enter an unload distance and then press
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Part List Menu
Max SPL
The longest acceptable stock length for a set point part list.
Requires Dynamic Optimization.
1.

Press

until reaching the Max SPL screen.

2. Enter a maximum stock length and then press

Waste
Minimize waste by using excess material in a part list for either the head (first) or tail (last) cut.
Requires Dynamic Optimization.
1.

Press

until reaching the Waste screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select where to use waste.

Presets
Determines preset behavior.
Options:
Set Point - The TigerStop® moves to the preset’s absolute position.
Increment - The TigerStop® moves towards the tool by the preset distance and ignores kerf.
Pusher - The TigerStop® moves towards the tool by the preset distance and compensates for kerf.
1.

Press

until reaching the Pre-Sets screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select an option.

Drill
Runs set point lists as pusher lists. Used for drilling tools.
1.

Press

until reaching the Drill screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the setting.
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Part List Menu
Clear All
Permanently deletes all saved part lists.
1.

Press

until reaching the ClearAll screen.

2. Press

to begin the routine.

3. Press

to confirm deletion.

4. All part lists deleted.

Optimizer Score
The Optimizer Score sets the score threshold for accepting an optimization
solution.
A lower Optimizer Score setting will work slower with higher yield.
A higher Optimizer Score setting will work faster with lower yield.
Requires Dynamic Optimization.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Optimizer Time
The Optimizer Time sets the time threshold for accepting an optimization
solution. After the set time, the TigerStop® picks the best available option.
A lower Optimizer Time setting will work faster with lower yield.
A higher Optimizer Time setting will work slower with higher yield.
Requires Dynamic Optimization.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.
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Part List Menu
Optimizer Penalty
The Optimizer Penalty sets a penalty for multiple board optimized solutions.
The higher this setting, the more often the TigerStop® cuts longer parts first.
A lower Optimizer Penalty setting will work faster with more short parts
processed first.
A higher Optimizer Penalty setting will work slower with more long parts
processed first.
Requires Dynamic Optimization.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Clamp 1
The distance between the tool’s zero point and the infeed clamp.
Requires the Double Clamps accessory and Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the Clamp 1 screen.

2. Measure from the tool’s zero point to the far edge of the infeed clamp.
3. Enter this measurement and then press

Clamp 2
The distance between the tool’s zero point and the outfeed clamp.
Requires the Double Clamps accessory and Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the Clamp 2 screen.

2. Measure from the tool’s zero point to the far edge of the outfeed
clamp.
3. Enter this measurement as a negative number and then press

Swing Clamp
The point at which the swing clamp retracts to avoid collision with the positioner.
Requires Dynamic Optimization and the Swing Clamp accessory.
1.

Press

until reaching the SwngClmp screen.

2. Enter a distance that gives the swing clamp time to retract before
collistion with the positioner and then press
Measure from the tool’s zero point to the far end of the Swing
clamp. Add several inches (or many millimeters) to this distance to
account for retract time.
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Part List Menu
Infinite
Grants the user the option to ignore part quantities when making a part list.
1.

Press

until reaching the Infinite screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the setting.

Download Style
Determines part list downloading behavior.
Requires TigerLink 6.
Options:
Pri-Global - Downloads from the global folder and order part lists by priority.
Pri-Local - Downloads from the local folder and order part lists by priority.
WO#-Global - Downloads from the global folder and searches for a specific work order.
WO#-Local - Downloads from the local folder and searches for a specific work order.
1.

Press

until reaching the DL Style screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select an option.

Precision End Trim
Cuts very small trim cuts to preserve as much of the material as possible.
Requires Dynamic Optimization and the Precision End Trim enable
code.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Banana 1
Sets a first maximum cut length for working with warped stock.
Requires Dynamic Optimization and the Precision End Trim enable
code.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.
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Part List Menu
Banana 2
Sets a second maximum cut length for working with warped stock.
Requires Dynamic Optimization and the Precision End Trim enable
code.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

TigerMeasure
Turns TigerMeasure’s sensor on or off.
Requires TigerMeasure.
1.

Press

until reaching the TMeasure screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the setting.

TigerMeasure Offset
The distance between the tool’s zero point and the TigerMeasure sensor.
Requires TigerMeasure.
1.

Press

until reaching the TMOffset screen.

2. Measure from the tool’s zero point to the TigerMeasure sensor.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Enter this measurement and then press

Millimeter Only
Enable to process part lists in metric, only.
1.

Press

until reaching the MM Only screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to toggle the setting.
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Part List Menu
Quantity
Determines how parts are counted in part lists.
Options:
Standard - One tool cycle (not including trim cuts) equals one part.
Pack - Process multiple pieces of stock to equal one part.
Panel - Set a panel width and process multiple pieces of stock at a set length to reach the desired
		
width.
1.

Press

until reaching the Quantity screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to choose an option.
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Motion Menu
In-Speed
Sets the TigerStop®’s top speed when moving towards the tool.
The In-Speed is preset by the factory.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Out-Speed
Sets the TigerStop®’s top speed when moving away from the tool.
The Out-Speed is preset by the factory.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

In-Acceleration
Sets the TigerStop®’s acceleration when moving towards the tool.
1.

Press

until reaching the In Accel screen.

2. Enter an acceleration and then press

Out-Acceleration
Sets the TigerStop®’s acceleration when moving away from the tool.
1.

Press

until reaching the OutAccel screen.

2. Enter an acceleration and then press

In-Deceleration
Sets the TigerStop®’s deceleration when moving towards the tool.
1.

Press

until reaching the In Decel screen.

2. Enter a deceleration and then press
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Out-Deceleration
Sets the TigerStop®’s deceleration when moving away from the tool.

1.

Press

until reaching the OutDecel screen.

2. Enter a deceleration and then press

Move Delay
How long the TigerStop® waits to move after receiving a command.

1.

Press

until reaching the MoveDly screen.

2. Enter a delay time and then press

P Gain
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

I Gain
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

D Gain
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.
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Dither
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Throttle LVM
One of the low voltage (120V) values for the throttle equation. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Throttle LVB
One of the low voltage (120V) values for the throttle equation. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Throttle HVM
One of the high voltage (220V) values for the throttle equation. Enable
Debug mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Throttle HVB
One of the high voltage (220V) values for the throttle equation. Enable
Debug mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Stall MEP
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.
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Stall MES
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Run MEP
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Run MES
A hidden setting that impacts the TigerStop®’s movement. Enable Debug
mode to see this setting (page 48).
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.
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Timer Menu
Clamp On Delay
How long the TigerStop® waits to clamp after moving to position.
Requires the Double Clamps or Swing clamp accessory.
1.

Press

until reaching the ClampOnD screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a delay time and then press

Saw On Delay
How long the TigerStop® waits to cycle the tool after clamp activation.
Requires the Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the Saw On-D screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a delay time and then press

DM Off Time Out
How long the tool has to come off the DM sensor after activation. 10ms minimum.
Requires the Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the DM OffTo screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a DM off time and then press

Cycle Time Out
How long the tool has to finish its cycle. 20ms minimum.
Requires the Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the Cycle-To screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a cycle time and then press
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Top Arbor Off Time Out
How long the tool has to come off the Top Arbor sensor. 10ms minimum.
Requires the Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the TA OffTO screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a time and then press

DM On Time Out
How long the tool has to return to the DM sensor after the TA sensor turns off. 10ms minimum.
Requires the Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the DM On-To screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a DM on time and then press

Clamp Off Delay
How long the TigerStop® waits to turn off the clamps after the DM sensor activates.
Requires the Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the ClmpOffD screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a clamp off time and then press

Saw Cycle Delay
How long the TigerStop® waits to move after the clamps turn off.
Requires the Double Clamps or Swing Clamp accessory.
1.

Press

until reaching the SawCyc-D screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a delay time and then press
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RSD Ready Time Out
How long internal communications have to complete. 100ms minimum.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before changing this setting.

Precision End Trim Delay
How long the TigerStop® waits to move after making a Precision End Trm.
1.

Press

until reaching the PET-D screen.

2. Enter a delay time and then press

Outfeed Delay
Gives additional time to allow for unclamping before initiating the outfeed move (page 28).
Requires the Double Clamps or Swing Clamp accessory
1.

Press

until reaching the Outfeed-D screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a delay time and then press

Load Delay
How long the TigerStop® waits to move after loading a piece of material in a part list.
1.

Press

until reaching the LoadD screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a delay time and then press
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System Information Menu
Serial Number & Enable Code
Displays the serial number and enable code of the TigerStop®.
1.

Press

2. Press

until reaching the SN & EC screen.
to view.

Software Version
Displays the software version of the TigerStop®.
1.

Press

2. Press

until reaching the SW Vers screen.
to view.

Set Zero End
On which end of the TigerStop® is the tool’s zero point.
1.

Press

2. Press

until reaching the Set Z.E. screen.
to begin.

3. Press

or

to toggle the Zero End.

4. Press
Routine.

, then follow the screen prompts to complete the Home

Motor Type
Set which kind of motor is installed on the TigerStop®. Enable Debug mode to see this setting (page 48).
Do not change this setting unless instructed to by either TigerStop® Customer Service or a TigerStop®
parts manual.
1.

Press

until reaching the MotrType screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select an option.
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Set Interconnect Type
Set which interconnect kit is installed and how it’s operating.
Requires either a Standard Interconnect Kit or an Advanced Interconnect Kit.
Options:
None - No interconnect is installed.
Standard - The standard interconnect kit is installed.
Advanced - The advanced interconnect kit is installed but working in semi-automatic mode.
Full Auto - The advanced interconnect kit is installed and working in full automatic mode.
1.

Press

until reaching the Set TIK screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select an option.

Baud Rate
How fast the TigerStop® communicates with computers via the 9-pin serial port.
1.

Press

until reaching the BaudRate screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select a speed.
•

TigerStop® recommends a rate of 9600bps for stable
communication.

I/O Panel Baud Rate
How fast the TigerStop® I/O Panel communicates via its ‘AUX’ 9-pin serial port.
Requires an I/O Panel.
1.

Press

until reaching the IOP Rate screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select a speed.
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System Information Menu
Brake
Determines the function of the brakes. Enable Debug mode to see this setting (page 48).
Requires TigerRack.
Options:
Setpoint - Engage the brakes as soon as TigerRack stops movement.
Pusher - Engage the brakes once the tool starts cycling.
Requires a Standard or Advanced Interconnect Kit.
1.

Press

until reaching the Brake screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to select an option.

Brake Time Out
Breifly disengages the brake to maintain accuracy when working with large loads. Enable Debug mode to see
this setting (page 48).
Requires TigerRack.
1.

Press

until reaching the BrakeTO screen.

2. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

3. Enter a time and then press
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Laser Menu
Laser Marking
Enable/Disable the laser defecting system.
Requires either a Scanning and Defecting Pusher Foot or a UV
Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Defect Only
Enable to cut defects from the material, only.
Requires a TigerSaw system and either a Scanning and Defecting Pusher Foot or a UV Scanning Pusher
Foot.
1.

Press

until reaching the Defect screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to turn on or off.

Laser Error
The minimum distance between defects to count as a separate scan.
Requires either a Scanning and Defecting Pusher Foot or a UV
Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Laser Location
On which end of the TigerStop® the laser is mounted.
Requires either a Scanning and Defecting Pusher Foot or a UV
Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Laser Limit
The maximum range of the laser scanner.
Requires either a Scanning and Defecting Pusher Foot or a UV
Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.
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Laser Menu
Laser Reference
The distance between the laser and the end of the paddle stop. A scan in
this zone signals the end of a length of stock.
Requires either a Scanning and Defecting Pusher Foot or a UV
Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Crayon
Enable/Disable the crayon marking system.
Requires Crayon Marking and a UV Scanning Pusher Foot on a TigerSaw system.
1.

Press

until reaching the Crayon screen.

2. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key.
3. Enter the TigerStop®’s password and then press
•

By default, the TigerStop®’s password is the serial number.

4. Press the [↓] or [↑] soft key to turn on or off.

PF Offset
The distance between the end of the paddle foot and the infrared length
sensor.
Requires Crayon Marking and either a Scanning and Defecting
Pusher Foot or a UV Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

IR Offset
The distance between the ultraviolet sensor and the infrared length sensor.
Requires Crayon Marking and either a Scanning and Defecting
Pusher Foot or a UV Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

PF Down
The distance from the tool’s zero point at which the pusher foot begins
lowering.
Requires either a Scanning and Defecting Pusher Foot or a UV
Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.
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Laser Menu
Margin
How far from the crayon mark the saw cuts.
Requires Crayon Marking and either a Scanning and Defecting
Pusher Foot or a UV Scanning Pusher Foot.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.
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Debug Menu
Drive Test
The Drive Test measures difficulty of movement.
1.

Press

until reaching the Drv Test screen.

Ensure the area is clear. The TigerStop® moves automatically during
this test.
2. Press

to run the test.

3. Record the test results in the maintenance log. If drive numbers are
above 12000, STOP and contact TigerStop® Customer Service for
assistance.
4. Press

STOP

to exit the test.

I/O Test
A diagnostic test which checks the inputs and outputs on the amplifier.
Requires an I/O Panel.
1.

Press

2. Press

until reaching the IO Test screen.
to begin.

3. Disconnect the I/O cable to the amplifier.
4. Press
5. Press

to run the test.
to exit the test.

I/O Mask
Mask bits to reverse the way the I/O Panel signals the DM sensors.
Requires the Advanced Interconnect Kit.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before adjusting this setting.

Debug Mode
Debug mode reveals hidden settings.
Contact TigerStop® Customer Service before accessing Debug
mode.
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TigerStop Product
COMPARISON CHART
Max Load
Push

Power
Requirement

Drive Type

Accuracy

Working
Length

TigerSPC

Caliper

2 AA
Battery

N/A

+/- .008”
+/- 0.2mm

0’ - 20’
0m - 6m

SawGear

Stop Only

110 Vac

+/- .008”
+/- 0.2mm

8’ - 20’
2.4m - 6m

TigerFence

Stop Only

110 / 240 Vac

+/- .003”
+/- 0.08mm

51” or 70”
1.29m - 1.77m

Steel Reinforced

+/- .004”
+/- 0.1mm

4’ -30’
1.2m - 9.1m

Rack & Pinion

+/- .008”
+/- 0.2mm

12’ - 108’
3.7m - 32.9m

+/- .008”
+/- 0.2mm

12’ - 42’
3.7m - 12.8m

Product

TigerStop

90lbs/41kg
Solid Tables
180lbs/81kg
Roller Tables

110 / 240 Vac

TigerRack

300lbs/136kg
Solid Tables
720lbs/327kg
Roller Tables

110 / 240 Vac

TigerTurbo

350lbs/159kg
Solid Tables
840lbs/381kg
Roller Tables

110 / 240 Vac

HeavyDuty 2

TigerSaw 1000

TigerSaw 2000

TigerSaw MiterXL

AutoLoader

490lbs/222kg
Solid Tables
2100lbs/952kg
Roller Tables
490lbs/222kg
Solid Tables
2100lbs/952kg
Roller Tables

490lbs/222kg
Solid Tables
2100lbs/952kg
Roller Tables

490lbs/222kg
Solid Tables
2100lbs/952kg
Roller Tables

5x100 LBS
5x45.36 KG

32mm Belt
Steel Reinforced

3/4”
Hi-Lead Screw

32mm Belt

75mm Belt
Steel Reinforced

110 / 240 Vac

Rack & Pinion

+/- .008”
+/- 0.2mm

12’ - 108’
3.7m - 32.9m

208 / 480 Vac

32 or 75mm Belt
Steel Reinforced
or Rack & Pinion

+/- .012”
+/- 0.3mm

8’ - 108’
2.4m - 32.9m

208 / 480 Vac

32 or 75mm Belt
Steel Reinforced
or Rack & Pinion

+/- .012”
+/- 0.3mm

8’- 108’
2.4m - 32.9m

400 - 480 Vac

32 or 75mm Belt
Steel Reinforced
or Rack & Pinion

+/- 0.1 º
+/- .012”

8’ - 108’
2.4m - 32.9m

110 / 240 Vac
208 / 480 Vac

Pneumatic

N/A

4’ - 30’
1.2m - 9.1m

• Made in USA from domestic and foreign components.

TigerStop USA
12909 NE 95th Street
Vancouver, WA 98682
P: 360.254.0661 • F: 360.260.0755

TigerStop Europe
Bedrijvenstraat 17 NL-7641 AM Wierden
Nederland
P: +31.546.57.51.71

